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The collection of articles in this edition come at the subject
of globalisation from a variety of different perspectives.
None of them seem to say that globalisation is a figment of
the imagination although its manifestation is measured in a
variety of ways. There is still an underlying fear that
globalisation is destroying something very valuable, but not
enough to talk about stopping the process, even if one
could.

I do not think the opponents and proponents of
globalisation really fall on neat political lines. Those on the
left of politics, who make the connection between the rise of
the anti-capitalist movement and globalisation, might have
more in common than they realise with those on the right of
politics, who lament the loss of parliamentary sovereignty
through the loss of cultural distinctiveness.

Globalisation is a process which is here and on-going.
The challenge is how to harness the benefits of globalisation
without destroying what is good and what it is desirable to
keep. It is a technology driven and consumer led process. It
is unrealistic to think that technological innovation can be
stopped and consumers deterred from exercising their
choices. Technologies are amoral: neither necessarily good
nor bad. What matters is the use which they are put to. All
too often, legislation runs behind the capacity of technology
to deliver change.

The most heartening article is the one describing how a
globalising event, like what happened on September 11
2001, has the power to awake people to the truth of cultural
differences. Until September 11, awareness of cultural
differences had lain dangerously dormant – maybe through
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ignorance, but also through laziness. Now we have been
forced to get to grips with understanding a different culture
as a precursor to mutual respect. It is striking to see the
range of different skills and perspectives teaching children
about September 11 gave rise to. Not only did it teach them
about world events, it also taught them how to relate to
different faiths and viewpoints within their own community.

Barbara Toepfer’s article pointed out that political
education is obligatory in vocational schools in Germany.
Perhaps this shows that some people have already learnt the
benefits that an international perspective can bring. Toepfer
gives the challenging example of role play by pupils taking
different sides of the argument in the Arab/Israeli conflict.

It is true that understanding alternative cultures is
necessary to mutual respect. However, there is an
interesting idea running across several of the articles that
the precursor to promoting better understanding of cultural
differences in a global context is security about one’s own
cultural identity. As Barbara Toepfer puts it, ‘We can only
act globally if we are somehow grounded locally’. Unless
we understand who we are, then how can we understand
our place in the world? Globalisation surely makes it even
more important to have a sense of our own values and
fundamental beliefs. Toepfer reminds us that advocates of
global education often find it difficult to define what they
believe in because they are afraid of being accused of
‘moralism’. But globalisation does not mean abandoning
your beliefs or identity – a maxim as true for developed as
for developing countries.

The point is made by Unaisi Nabobo-Baba that people
living in one of the several South Pacific Islands identify
themselves tribally rather than by geography or by an
artificially raised national consciousness. People identify
with a sense of place which has physical, emotional and
spiritual dimensions. There is the word ‘vanua’ in the
Pacific, or ‘heimat’ in German, a wonderfully evocative
word conveying ‘at homeness’ and longing when we are
apart from it. Globalisation – often thought of as a
homogenising force – might instead be able to strengthen
tribal or emotional identities, because it can transcend
political boundaries.

This brings me to the most conceptually challenging
keynote lecture, given by Doreen Massey. Globalisation,
she says, has reworked a central concept for geographers:
place. Because of globalisation, many geographers now say
that to understand the identity of a place, you have to
understand its relationship with other places. A ‘place’ is
not simply an area defined by external boundaries, but is
defined by how it is related to other places. So it is with
cultural identity in a globalised world: culture is defined
both independently, and in relation to other cultures that we
encounter.

Doreen Massey defines globalisation as a product of
society. We do not like everything society produces, but the
fact is these products exist. And the process by which they
are achieved creates by-products too. For the process of
globalisation to remain healthy, she argues, there needs to be
‘open recognition of difference and an ability to negotiate it
with mutual respect’.

It is the lack of this that lies at the root of so much
resentment, envy and bitterness which fuels conflict around
the world. The article on globalisation from the Kenyan
perspective reveals frustration about the developed world
creating a level playing field for trade. The Maori
perspective shows dismay that New Zealand’s move to
multiculturalism has failed to treat with sufficient respect the
differences of indigenous peoples.

It is undeniable that globalisation has led to frustration
amongst those who have experienced it, but who have not
‘benefited’ from it. Helen Tombo and Grieg Whitehead
suggest that living ‘under the critical eye of IMF and WTO’
means that ‘colonialism and slavery have been replaced by a
domination based on economics and trade’. Doreen Massey
refers to a ‘sleight of hand’, which says those countries
which do not represent our version of a political or economic
way of life are somehow ‘backward’. Hardly the ‘open
recognition of difference’ needed to produce ‘mutual
respect’. When speaking about international development it
is easy to slip into the habit of imposing a one size fits all
historical trajectory on the developing world, which ignores
the diversity of historical experience and political geography.
This perspective on development is quite common amongst
people in the world of development, and it is easy to see how
it can cause frustration and resentment.

In answer to all this is the need to be aware of what it
means to be a global citizen, more self aware and more
aware of other people. We need to teach this at every
opportunity, harness technology and link communities, and
put ourselves in others’ shoes. These articles have reminded
me how much we can learn about life from studying other
cultures and lifestyles. In the past, it was possible to sideline
an international perspective. One of the consequences of
globalisation is that it is increasingly impossible to sideline
globalisation. This was true before September 11. But
September 11 – and its aftermath – left us with no doubt that
we are all part of the same global village now.

Caroline Spelman MP is the Conservative Party
spokesperson on International Development
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